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ABSTRACT
In a relative less span of time we can process and store a large quan-
tity of data due to technological advancements. There is a rapid
change in the nature of data, specifically, the dimensional property
of data, mostly in multi and high-dimensional. In terms of hetero-
geneity of data, Data analysis have becoming a humungous task,
Because the volume and complexity in data has been increasing
incrementally. In data mining, there is a tool called Data clustering,
used in many disciplines in order to extract the meaningful knowl-
edge from seemingly unstructured data. The high-dimensional pa-
tient’s health records such as immune system status, DICOM Images
like CT/PET images, electronic medical records, microarray data
like gene expressions, genetic background, etc., In this article we
have done a survey on high dimensional medical data clustering
and different approaches related to this problem. It also focusses on
the real-life applications and recent methods in high dimensional
cluster analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In terms of clustering, the high-dimensional data, a kind of data
which has more attributes and it is identified to have certain chal-
lenges in clustering. In 1954, the data clustering came into the pic-
ture, when an article had this term in its title which dealt with the
data such as anthropological data. The term Cluster analysis has its
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origin from various fields like data mining, statistics, machine learn-
ing, artificial intelligence, biology, etc, and they used variant names
for analyzing the cluster. Some of them are as follows: Q Analysis,
data visualization, typology, numerical taxonomy, clumping, and
so on. To classify the data objects, there is a famous data mining
technique called clustering. And the data objects classification is
based on dissimilarity and similarity among them.

In fields such as texture segmentation, data compression, vector
quantization and computer vision, the most common form of data
mining technique is clustering. Clustering methods have combina-
torial nature, as the problem scale increases, these methods will
be computationally intractable. For machine Learning techniques,
Electronic medical records such as high dimensional data and more
complexed data provides opportunities for clustering approaches.
To overcome the curse of Dimensionality and to obtain efficient
processing time, the cluster analysis depends on the dimension re-
duction. Even though, for cluster analysis and dimension reduction,
a variety of approaches available, but there is no direct approach
to identify the best combination technique from both families to
obtain the desired result. An in-depth understanding about the raw
data, analytical process, configuring parameters, and intermediary
results are required, to derive precise and efficient insights from
the high dimensional medical datasets.

Pathway-based clustering methods have been developed by in-
corporating biological pathway databases. Pathway-based analysis
plays an important role in understanding collective biological func-
tions of genes and their impact on the phenotypic changes of the
patients [31]. Pathifier discovered several pathways which are sig-
nificantly associated with patients’ survivals in glioblastoma and
colorectal cancer [7]. The method inferred pathway deregulation
scores from gene expression data and then performed clustering.
R-PathCluster identified two subtypes of glioblastoma and several
pathways associated with the cancer progression [19]. In the study,
pathway scores were generated from gene expression and subtypes
were identified by clustering the pathway scores.

On gene-expression datasets, mixture models were found to
outperform widely used classical methods like K-means and hierar-
chical clustering [29]. Mixture models are a principled statistical
approach to clustering, where inferred clusters can be interpreted
through the lens of the underlying dimensional assumptions. Al-
though mixture models are over-parameterized in high dimensions,
which make parameter inference difficult, variable selection tech-
niques and parsimonious covariance structures alleviate the prob-
lems to a large extent and enable their use in subtyping [1] [32]
[27]. However, through the choice of the multivariate distribution,
model-based clustering imposes distributional assumptions on the
marginals, along each dimension, and these marginal distributions
are assumed or forced to be identical (e.g. a multivariate normal
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imposes univariate normal distribution on each marginal); such as-
sumptions restrict their modeling flexibility. For many applications,
including clustering, a semi-parametric model works well, where
copulas are used to model dependency patterns, assuming no fixed
parametric model for the marginals. However, copulas are rarely
used in high dimensional settings either parameter estimation is
intractable, or they lose their modeling flexibility [13].

One of the important clustering methods is Subspace clustering,
and its purpose is to divide data into different clusters. It relies on
the principle that data within a cluster have the similar subspace
representation. When cluster corresponds to a subspace, and the
data from the same subspace can be grouped into a class. Hence,
Studying the data subspace would be the way to overcome this
Subspace clustering challenge. For subspace clustering a method
called Low-Rank Representation (LRR) [17] [16] has been proposed
and has received more and more attention for its success in learning
the underlying low-dimensional subspace structure.

The data variance function would be the simplest evaluation for
feature selection, when compared to the conventional evaluation
functions. For data recovery and to find features, filter methods like
the Principal Component Anlaysis (PCA) method and its variants
can be used. Since there is no clear reason, the effective discrimi-
nation between data points in different classes, can’t be confirmed
with the features selected. The Laplacian Score (LS) method was
proposed for selecting features with high identification. By compar-
ing with other methods, LS method is independent, and it is also an
‘filter’ method [11]. The LS method constructs a nearest neighbour
graph for preserving the local geometric structure. The data space’s
local structure can be reflected by the selected features. The global
data structure’s influences have been ignored by the LS method
and it concentrate more relationship among the local data points.
This might be a limitation for the features selected from the given
multiple subspaces data, hence, the discrimination effects of the
selected features might be reduced. For a multiple subspace dataset,
it is hard to represent and characterize the global data structures
with satisfaction, using the feature selection method. By potential
lowdimensional subspaces, representing the high-dimensional data
is the key to the LLR method [33]. In the bioinformatics field, LRR
has achieved great success in gene expression data mining. For
example, to identify the subspace gene clusters, the LRR method
and obtained good results [6]. The Summary of various High Di-
mensional Medical data clustering Techniques was given in Table.1.

2 METHODS OF HIGH DIMENSIONAL
MEDICAL DATA CLUSTERING

2.1 Pathway based deep clustering
Due to the non-linear relationship between the patient’s survivals
and genomic data in cancer, the conventional similarity/distance be-
tween data-based clustering approaches failed to cluster. Due to the
high nonlinearity, it was reported that even binary classification for
survival prediction (short-long-term survival prediction) produces
a low Area Under the Curve (AUC) of around 0.65 in a balanced
dataset. It may be caused by multiple intermediate complex bio-
logical processes between genomic data and survivals. Hence, the
pathway-based clustering methods were developed to assimilate
biological pathway databases, to understand the collective

Figure 1: A Simple Pathway based Model.

gene biological function and their effects of phenotypic changes
in patients. The analysis based on pathway plays an important
role. Usually, the cancer dataset consists of clinical features and
distinct molecular features for multiple subtypes of cancer. For can-
cer treatment, the response will be different for different cancer
subtypes, so the cancer sub-tying helps in making a decision and
will improve the personalized treatment. For the identification of
molecular subtypes, enormous genomic data related to cancer is cur-
rently available all across the world. To identify the cancer subtypes
that are unique in both clinical and genetic, many unsupervised
machine learning approaches have been applied on the molecular
data of tumour samples so far. Due to the challenging non-linearity
and high-throughput genomic data, most of the clustering methods
were failed to cluster the patients effectively. A pathway based
deep clustering method (PACL) [19] for molecular subtyping of
cancer, which incorporates gene expression and biological pathway
database to group patients into cancer subtypes.

By learning complex nonlinear effects and hierarchical of path-
ways, they developed a model to find the high-level representations
of biological data. And they compared the performance of pathway-
based deep clusteringmodel with a number of benchmark clustering
methods that recently have been proposed in cancer subtypes. With
the help of log-rank tests, they assessed the hypothesis, whether
the different survivals are associated with the clusters (subtypes)
or not. PACL showed the lowest p-value in the log-rank test. The
PACL method got very low p-value and outperformed other bench-
mark methods. It demonstrates the patient groups clustered by
PACL may correspond to subtypes which are significantly associ-
ated with distinct survival distributions. In biological pathway level,
the PACL model can helps to identify the subtypes and interpret
them effectively. In the Figure 1, the hierarchical associations and
nonlinear of pathways to a cluster are performed by the two hidden
layers HL-1 and HL-2. And it also indicates the activity states that
are associated with multiple pathways like active/inactive. Finally,
the hidden layers capture the multiple pathway’s group effects and
does not represent the biological processes explicitly.

2.2 Gaussian mixture copulas
The identification of sub-populations of patients with similar char-
acteristics, called patient subtyping and it is important for realizing
the goals of precision medicine. Accurate subtyping is crucial for
tailoring therapeutic strategies that can potentially lead to reduced
mortality and morbidity. Model-based clustering, such as Gaussian
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Figure 2: Table 1: Summary of various High Dimensional Medical data clustering Techniques.

mixture models, provides a principled and interpretable methodol-
ogy that is widely used to identify subtypes. However, they impose
identical marginal distributions on each variable; such assumptions
restrict their modeling flexibility and deteriorates clustering per-
formance. The statistical framework of copulas provides a modular
parameterization of multivariate distributions that decouples the
modeling of marginals from the dependencies between them. This
allows each marginal to be chosen independently from any distribu-
tion and the dependency model offers a richer characterization than
single-number metrics like Pearson’s or Spearman’s correlation
coefficients. Thus, when interest lies mainly in discovering feature
dependencies, copulas provide an elegant model of dependencies
with no restrictive assumptions on the marginals. Such models
have been used extensively in finance and more recently in depen-
dency clustering that discovers clusters based on their dependency
patterns [26].

The HD-GMCM model [12] used the statistical framework of
copulas to decouple the modeling of marginals from the dependen-
cies between them. Current copula-based methods cannot scale to
high dimensions due to challenges in parameter inference. The HD-
GMCM model addresses these challenges, and to our knowledge,
it is the first copula-based clustering method that can fit high-
dimensional data. Empirically, such modeling not only uncovers
latent structure and also leads to better clustering and meaningful
clinical subtypes in terms of patient’s survival rate. They reviewed
about model-based clustering of high-dimensional data and dis-
cussed the information loss due to dimensionality reduction before
clustering[4]. Two categories of approaches have been developed
for high-dimensional model-based data clustering.

2.2.1 Subspace clusteringmethods. The Subspace clusteringmethod
seeks to reduce the dimensionality of the cluster in local and clus-
ters the data in the same time. Mixture of factor analyzers [21] is
one of such conventional approach. Along with the data dimension-
ality, there will be quadratic growth of the number of covariance
parameters, and constrained covariance structures were introduced
in MFA through a family of parsimonious Gaussian mixture models
(PGMMs)[22] [23]. A High Dimensional Data clustering [5] uses

a combination of subspace clustering and parsimonious model-
ing for Gaussian mixture models. To determine the data cluster
structure, the relevant variables will be selected by the variable
selection methods for clustering. The variable selection methods
in model based was reviewed [9]. A broad class of techniques uses
penalized clustering criteria [25]. A clustering method (VarSelLCM)
[20], with an efficient inference algorithm through the use of a
new information criterion. Using this criterion, it simplifies model
selection and works particularly well for p > n cases, for moderately
large n. For subtyping, Gaussian graphical models were used for
high-dimensional clustering [27]. That adapts to the cluster’s scale,
sample size and no. of clusters using a penalized likelihood.

2.2.2 MCopulas andmixturemodels. In various articles [10] [14][26]
the Mixture of Copulas model approach had been implemented due
to the multivariate distribution’s flexibility characterization. But
they failed to address the high-dimensional data clustering prob-
lem. Then, in bivariate copulas hierarchical collection’s, for model
estimation and selection, there is The Vine Copulas that scale the
high dimensions, but it performs moderate at an exponentially in-
creasing cost and complexity [24]. A discussion about fitting on
high dimensional data with copulas and provided a comparative
study about copulas with machine learning models [8]. The GMCM
model [28], which is different fromMixture of copulas, it belongs to
the family of copulas where the Gaussian mixture model followed
by a copula density(latent).The copulabased clustering is more ad-
vantageous because, it deviates the dependency need for GMCM
parameter estimation as the clusters can be directly inferred.

For parameter estimation of GMCM, an expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm [2] was designed. Later, to fit both real and
ordinal data for clustering and they also designed a mixed and im-
proved algorithm called ExpectationMaximum and Gibbs sampling-
based approach. The paper [3] discussed computational and sta-
tistical hurdles in GMCM parameter estimation and offer some
resolutions, but none of these methods work well for clustering
high-dimensional data. In a related work, the paper [15] studied a
specific case of GMCM to examine the consistency and reliability
of experiments with high throughputs and designed a reproducibil-
ity analysis (META-ANALYSIS) method. On real high-dimensional
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gene-expression and clinical datasets, the HDGMCM had outper-
formed the state-of-the-art model-based clustering techniques, by
virtue of modeling non-Gaussian data and being robust to outliers
through the use of Gaussian mixture copulas. The Clusters obtained
from HD-GMCM can be interpreted based on the dependencies of
the model, that offers a new way of characterizing subtypes.

2.3 LLRR Clustering Method
In Genomic data clustering, the Laplacian regularized Low-Rank
Representation (LLRR) clustering method [30], clusters the can-
cer samples from the high dimensional genomic data. The LLRR
method, roughly treats the samples extracted from many low-rank
subspaces combinations as the high dimensional genomic data.
Based on a dictionary, The LLRRmethod gets the lowest-rank repre-
sentationmatrix. Because amanifold based Laplacian regularization
is introduced into LLRR. Besides capturing the global geometric
structure, the LLRR can capture the intrinsic local structure of
high-dimensional observation data better than the LRR method. In
addition, the original data themselves are selected as a dictionary,
so the lowest rank represented by the LLRR method is actually a
similar expression between the samples. Therefore, corresponding
to the LRR matrix, the high similarity samples are considered to
come from the same subspace and are grouped into a class. After
decomposition of LRR we can obtain the Low-rank matrix and the
subspace clustering is also based on that matrix as well. The data’s
subspace structure can be preserved well by this LRR method. In
numerous research areas, many approaches based on LRR has been
applied and implemented. To detect differentially expressed genes
by using Discriminative information and joint Graph Laplacian
(GLD-RNMF) an effective non-negative matrix factorization can
be used. For reducing the noise an LRR method with graph regu-
larization were developed. And for clustering subspace, a graph
regularized LRR (LRRGR)is also developed. To differentiate the ex-
pressed genes an LRR method was proposed. And they proposed an
LRR with Mixed-norm Laplacian regularization (MLLRR). Within
data, the inherent geometric structure was completely considered
by these algorithms, in many areas such as selecting features, noise
reduction and clustering or segmenting subspaces, they achieved
great performance results.

The K-means clustering selects cluster centers randomly, so there
will be a small change in the clustering results every time. And
such differences affect the clustering methods evaluation as well.
For K-means method, for reducing these differences, repeat the
experiment on the experimental datasets for 30 times and for the
clustering accuracy, the mean value is taken as the performance
results. Since the K-means algorithm is used to evaluate the final
clustering results, in these experiments, firstly, the experimental
data is decomposed by one of these methods, then K-means is
repeated 30 times based on a matrix after decomposition and the
mean of 30 clustering results is taken as the clustering accuracy. By
comparing the experiment results on real genomic data with LRR
and MLLRR, it illustrates that In the cancer samples clustering, the
LLRR method is more robust to noise and it achieved remarkable
performance and it also has an better learning ability about the
data’s inherent subspace structure.

2.4 NSLRG Based on Score Function
In Bioinformatics, for cancer research, cancer sample clustering is a
prominent research area. In depth, testing approaches to select the
characteristics of genes from high dimensional data such as gene
expressions. A cancer clustering integrated framework called as
the non-negative symmetric low-rank representation with graph
regularization based on score function (NSLRG-S) [18]. They used
high dimensional dataset obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA). By comparing with the similar clustering approaches, the
NSLRG-S approach is more efficient. At first, This NSLRG method
performs under the NSLR matrix and graph regularization con-
straints. It is the lowest rank matrix to satisfactorily represent the
gene expression data and can capture the global structures and
local geometric structures of the raw data. Non-negativity is more
consistent with biological modelling. The lowest rank matrix’s in-
terpretability was improved by the symmetric constraint. To learn
the structure of the gene expression data, the lowest rank matrix
was facilitated by both non-negativity and symmetry constraints.

Second, for cancer sample clustering, a lowest rank matrixbased
score function, was proposed for selecting feature genes. The genes
which are selected, have strong discriminability for realizing dif-
ferent samples classification, then finally a novel framework for
feature selection, called as NSLRG-S, which is designed for selecting
the feature genes and evaluating them for clustering the cancer
samples. Based on this framework, only lower level dimensionality
has been achieved for the selected result of the gene expression
dataset. In multi-cancer sample clustering, by using the selected
result as the experimental data, to find the subsets, this NSLRG-S
method had achieved a high recognition rate. In the NSLRGmethod,
based on low-rank matrix, by using score function the feature genes
are obtained. The low-rank matrix preserves the raw data’s local
and global structure. In multi-subspace clustering, it is observed
that there is a strong discrimination in the selected genes, when the
low-rank matrix is further processed by Score function. For the the
raw gene expression dataset, the NSLRG-S method simultaneously
considers the data’s global and local structure.

For clustering the cancer samples, on the subsection Gene Ex-
pression Datasets, the NSLRG-S method was applied. Typically, for
addressing a high-dimensional and a small sample size problem,
gene expression data mining can be recognized. The applied meth-
ods must suffer and from what is known as the dimensionality’s
curse. This scenario happens because, the more the dimensions
contained in the data, the more the unstable result. Therefore, by
running the experiment 50 times, it improved the reasonableness
of the result. The clustering result’s mean is taken as the measure-
ment. In comparison, the clustering results of other methods and
NSLRG-S, in most datasets the results of the NSLRGS method out-
performed all other methods. In subspace clustering, the features
selected from the genes have a high recognition rate. Performance
of cancer samples can be significantly improved by the NSLRG-S
framework.

3 DISCUSSION
The ineffectiveness of traditional algorithms caused by various
factors like general increase in dimensionality and increasing com-
plexity of different computational problems was collectively termed
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as the ‘curse of dimensionality’. Amid other effects of curse of di-
mensionality, As the number of dimensions increases, a meaningful
differentiation loss is observed between dissimilar and similar ob-
jects. New clustering techniques are required, because, high dimen-
sional objects mostly seems to be similar. The recent researches
about high-dimensional medical data mainly focused on developing
clustering algorithms and techniques. So, the remaining research
issues are still open. For automatic data grouping, there is a data
mining tool called mutual similarity-based clustering. Each cluster
groups objects that are similar to one another, whereas dissimilar
objects are assigned to different clusters, possibly separating out
noise. In this manner, clusters describe the data structure in an
unsupervised manner, i.e., without the need for class labels. For
cluster detection, there has been many existing different algorith-
mic approaches and cluster models. All approaches should require
an underlying assessment of similarity between data objects.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In the current Situation, when the appropriate dataset is obtained,
many people arises the question that which similar measure should
be used. Considering the situation given, one should consider in
what way we have to implement our domain knowledge with re-
spect to the situation. Finally, to analyze the given dataset, we have
to select a suitable approach. In this modern era, we cannot solve
the problems with only one clustering algorithm.Which means that
there is no best way itself., It depends purely on the problem we
have. To process clinical high-dimensional and largescale datasets,
we have the capability by the advancement in Computational ability
and technology. This low-rank matrix can preserve. This survey
provides a brief review on high-dimensional and large medical
datasets and their clustering process, recent trends and approaches
and finally the challenges faced by those methods. Moreover, it
describes the clustering’s fundamental concepts, such as validation
and tendency of clustering, and their clustering process in detail.
Mainly, this survey was done to present about the medical high-
dimensional medical data clustering algorithms and techniques.

5 FUTUREWORK
To develop a Self-Organizing Subspace Clustering model for NonS-
mall Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC) high dimensional and Multiview
data. Since, it is normally more difficult to work with due to its large
number of features or dimensions and to improve the performance
of the existing prognosis models for the survival predictions of
NSCLC patients.
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